Abstract-
I. INTRODUCTION
Thyroidectomy is a surgical operation to remove all or part of the thyroid gland [1] , and it has been widely used for thyroid cancer treatment. To quantify the treatment response after thyroidectomy, the volume of remaining thyroid tissue needs to be precisely measured. However, the remaining thyroid tissues are usually with small size, indistinct boundaries and even unpredicted shapes, which make segmentation of residual thyroid tissue becomes a challenging task.
Currently, there are several methods for thyroid and thyroid nodule segmentation from ultrasound imaging where some of them [2] [3] [4] adopted preprocessing to remove the noise of ultrasound images followed by active contour [5] to segment the foreground object. Due to the aforementioned limitations and the needs for precise measurement, instead of using ultrasound imaging, physicians prefer to adopt CT + SPECT for residual thyroid tissue segmentation. However, manual segmentation not only requires high skills but is a timeconsuming and low cost effective task.
To address the problem, a computing algorithm for residual thyroid tissue segmentation is needed. In theory, pixel/voxel based region growing can achieve more precise result than other methods, especially for small areas [6] . The conventional seeded region growing method was firstly proposed by [7] where the basic idea was to propagate the given seeds information until a predefined stopping criterion was satisfied. An adaptive region growing method [8] was later proposed by learning homogeneity criterion from the characteristics of the original image.
Currently, there is a widely-used region growing algorithm called GrowCut [9] which employs cellular automata to capture the surrounding pixels and label them to the same ID as the given seed points. The method requires foreground as well as background seeds. Usually, the background seeds are marked as a closed contour around the foreground objects. The algorithm stops when all the pixels, which have predefined similarity with seed points, have been marked. An adaptive grow cut [10] method was later proposed as an improved algorithm for 2D general image segmentation which uses the output of GrowCut as the input of a k-means clustering.
The aforementioned region growing segmentation methods, however, mainly focus on simple global similarity information which may fail to delineate the accurate residual thyroid boundary. Another drawback of those methods is that the segmentation results heavily depend on the selected seeds. Since the given seeds may not represent the whole landscape of the foreground object, some seed points may bring in misleading information while others may not cover the actual intensity range. Moreover, those methods were not designed specifically for medical images where they may generate irregular and jagged contours [11] due to the characteristics of medical images such as low resolution and partial volume effect. In this work, we propose a vote-in and vote-out region propagation model with local and global constraints. Two voting strategies are proposed to decrease the chances of merging false voxels in order to improve its effectiveness over weak boundary problems.
II. METHODS

A. Proposed vote-in and vote-out model
Given an input CT volume process which aims to find a foreground region F which is derived from the expansion of region S where S F I ⊂ ⊂ . In the proposed model, global and local constraints are firstly estimated from seeds S and local patches respectively where the global constraint is denoted as ( ) global P x and local adaptive constraint is denoted as ( ) local P x . Two strategies are then proposed to vote in and vote out candidate voxels from a waiting list Q in each step according to defined constraints. The segmentation results are finally achieved when there are no more voxels which would satisfy the joint global and local probability ( ) P x which is defined as
In the following sections, we will introduce the global and local adaptive constraints, as well as the voting strategies.
B. Global intensity constraint
Global intensity constraint is calculated to indicate whether a voxel x belongs to global intensity range or not. Firstly, for the seeds area S (as shown in Figure 1 (a)), its Gaussian intensity distribution is modelled and calculated (as shown in Figure 1 
C. Local intensity constraint
The local intensity constraint is modeled based on the neighboring voxels of a candidate. We define the neighborhood (referred to as local patch) of a voxel x as x φ and the local 
where
D. Voting strategies with global and local intensity constraint Strategy 1. In each seeds propagation step, if the surrounding voxels of a current voxel x fit the global constraint global P , they will be automatically added to a waiting list Q and then merged to foreground region F without other constraints, as shown in Figure 2 would have a probability to be considered as a foreground voxel because most of its neighbors are good candidates and its intensity is still acceptable as belonging to foreground. 
where U P is defined as
where x x ϕ φ ′ ⊂ denotes an unvisited voxel list which has not been merged to F yet. The constraint ( )
indicates that the intensity difference between an unvisited voxel x′ and a voxel x should be greater than K. If the above condition (6) is satisfied, a local adaptive probability la P for each * x x φ ∈ will be calculated as below
where * x φ denotes a patch which includes the neighborhood of voxel * x , , * x will be removed from Q. The physical meaning is that if most of the voxels in x φ do not fit global P and most of the unvisited voxels have significant intensity differences from voxel x , the algorithm will remove * x from Q.
E. Algorithm Summary
The proposed segmentation process is summarized in Table 1 .
III. EXPERIMENTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Clinical datasets
Our method was evaluated using 15 thyroid cancer patient studies. The CT studies from patients after thyroidectomy were from a Philips Precedence 6P (SPECT/CT system) provided by Renji Hospital, Shanghai. Each CT slice was reconstructed using a matrix of 512 × 512 voxels with a voxel size of 0.77 mm × 0.77 mm. The thickness of slices was 1.5 mm.
B. Methods for comparison and accuracy measurement
To evaluate the performance of the proposed method (PM), PM was compared to three other segmentation methods, a) Fast GrowCut [12] and b) GrowCut [9] and c) Active Contour [13] .
The segmentation accuracy was evaluated with respect to spatial volume overlap and shape similarity [14] . The volume overlap was measured in percentage as VOE and relative volume difference (RVD) . VOE is defined as (
where A and B refer to the volumes segmented by doctors (GT) and computing methods respectively; vol(x) represents the volume size of x. The VOE value is 0% for a perfect segmentation and 100% of the segmented volume does not have overlap with GT. RVD measures the percentage of the volume size difference between the segmentation result B and the manual delineation A, defined as ( \ ) ( )
where lower |RVD| represents better segmentation result. The shape similarity was calculated by the average surface (ASD) and max surface distance (MSD) defined as:
where S(A) (S(B)) denotes the surface voxel of volume A(B); represents one of the voxels on the surface; d(a, b) measures the minimum Euclidean distance between two sets of voxels by approximate nearest neighbor [15] . The lower the ADS and MSD, the higher segmentation accuracy.
C. Initialization and implementation environment.
We use a Windows system with Intel 6th I5 CPU for segmentation task. The comparing methods, Fast GrowCut, GrowCut and Active Contour are implemented by 3D Slicer as extensions.
The foreground seeds for all the methods in comparison for the same cases are the same, it can be marked in 3D Slicer as label map volume and the label can be saved for different segmentation methods. The background seeds are only provided for Fast GrowCut and GrowCut. 
D. Experimental results
The computation time of our method is 2.68s for a case while the second fastest is 4.2s for Fast GrowCut.
The segmentation evaluation results are given in Table 2 . Our method achieved the lowest volume overlap error of 14.44% compared to 48.12% for the second-best Fast GrowCut. The results demonstrated that the proposed method consistently outperformed the other methods in comparison in terms of spatial overlap as demonstrated by VOE and RVD, and shape similarity as shown by ASD and MSD.
The segmentation results of one case by the compared methods and proposed method (PM) are shown in Figure 4 . The first row in the above figure shows the Ground-Truth (left 3 pictures) and seeds selection (right-most picture) of the sample case; Active Contour and our method only require foreground seeds; the second to fifth rows show the segmentation result of different methods.
Compare to the other segmentation methods, our proposed method is more stable and accurate in segmenting residual thyroid tissue. The Fast GowCut and GrowCut are vulnerable to weak boundaries, their segmentation results tend to be jaggy, non-contiguous and easier to grow out of the foreground region, which is especially the case for small regions. The shape of segmentation result of active contour appears smoother than Fast GrowCut and GrowCut. The segmentation performance of this method, however, is ineffective and unstable in our task. This is because different parameter settings may generate various segmentation results such as the case in Figure 5 . At the same time, even with same parameter settings, the segmentation result of active contour may achieve entirely different accuracy between different slices such as the case in Figure 6 . Figure 6 Segmentation result of Active Contour with same parameter set (the red contour is GT, the blue region is segmentation result).
By introducing global and local constraints and two propagation voting strategies, our proposed method solved the problems of conventional region growing in the task of thyroid residual tissue segmentation. Future work include the improvement and testing over smaller cases. Due to the characteristics of thyroid residual tissue, the diameter of some of the cases are only 3 voxels (about 1.6mm). For such extreme cases, the whole volume is with less than 20 voxels, which makes it difficult to achieve high segmentation accuracy. Only 4 miscalculated voxels will make the VOE reach 20% in such cases.
IV. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a vote-in and vote-out region propagation model is proposed that used voting strategies with local and global constraints to prevent merging unexpected voxels. Our validation results demonstrated that this model could effectively segment the residual thyroid tissues when there are low contrast and indistinct boundaries compared with neighboring regions.
